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Abstract
A long-standing problem in computer graphics is to /nd a planar curve that is shaped the way you want it to be
shaped. A selection of various methods for achieving this goal is presented. The focus is on mathematical conditions
that we can use to control curves while still allowing the curves some freedom. We start with methods invented by
Newton (1643–1727) and Lagrange (1736–1813) and proceed to recent methods that are the subject of current research.
We illustrate almost all the methods discussed with diagrams. Three methods of control that are of special interest are
interpolation methods, global minimization methods (such as least squares), and (B:ezier) control points. We concentrate
on the /rst of these, interpolation methods. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A planar curve is a curve that can be drawn in two-dimensional space (in the plane). A long-
standing problem in computer graphics is to /nd a planar curve that is shaped the way you want
it to be shaped. A selection of various methods for achieving this goal is presented. The focus is
on mathematical conditions that we can use to control curves while still allowing the curves some
freedom. We start with methods invented by Newton (1643–1727) and Lagrange (1736–1813) and
proceed to recent methods that are the subject of current research. Curves that are shaped in a
reasonable way are often said to be fair. However, there is as yet no single mathematical de/nition
of fair.
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2. How to represent a curve
There are several ways to represent a curve by a mathematical formula: an explicit form, a
parametric form, and an implicit form. We are concerned mainly with the explicit and parametric
forms.
2.1. Explicit form
A planar curve in the x–y plane can be expressed by an explicit formula such as y=f(x), where
it is understood that x takes on all values from −∞ to +∞, or a subset of those values, and
corresponding to each x-value, a y-value can be calculated from the expression f(x). For example,
y=0:5x + 0:5 represents a straight line (see Fig. 1); y=0:25x2 − 0:75 represents a parabola (see
Fig. 2).
2.2. Parametric form
A planar curve can be represented by (x(t); y(t))T, where t takes on all values from −∞ to +∞,
or a subset of those values such as 06 t6 1. For example, x(t)= 2t− 1 and y(t)= t+1 represents
Fig. 1. Plot of y=0:5x + 0:5.
Fig. 2. Plot of y=0:25x2 − 0:75.
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Fig. 3. Plot of the parametric curve x(t)= 2t − 1, y(t)= t + 1.
Fig. 4. Plot of the parametric curve x(t)= (1− t2)=(1 + t2), y(t)= 2t=(1 + t2), −0:156 t6 20.
a straight line (see Fig. 3); x(t)= t and y(t)= 0:25t2 − 0:75 represents the same parabola as in
Fig. 2; and x(t)= (1− t2)=(1 + t2), y(t)= 2t=(1 + t2) represents part of circle (see Fig. 4).
A method that produces curves in explicit form can often be applied to produce curves in para-
metric form by regarding the /nding of the parametric form as two problems: /nd an explicit form
for the x-coordinate, x= x(t), and /nd an explicit form for the y-coordinate, y=y(t).
For example, the parabola that interpolates the data (−1; y−1), (0; y0), and (1; y1) is
y(x)=
(









A parametric curve that passes through (x−1; y−1), (x0; y0), and (x1; y1) with parameter values −1; 0; 1
at those three points is
x(t)=
(




















See Fig. 5 for this example.
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Fig. 5. A parametric curve passing through three given points.
Fig. 6. A curve with a discontinuity at one point.
2.3. Implicit form
An implicit formula for points on a unit circle is x2 + y2 = 1. Neither the x nor the y is given
by an explicit formula. One advantage of the implicit form, as compared to the parametric form, is
that it is easy to determine if a given point is on the curve or not. Intersection of curves is easier
if one of them is given in the implicit form. See [8, p. 508] for more details on the implicit form
and its uses.
3. What is a fair curve?
Two properties of a fair curve are smoothness and a small number of spirals. The size of the
curvature and its distribution could also be considered.
3.1. Smoothness
One property that we usually want in a fair curve is smoothness. In calculus, smoothness is
expressed by saying that the curve has several, or many, continuous derivatives. Most people would
agree that a smooth curve is continuous; in computer graphics this is often termed G0 continuity
(Figs. 6 and 7).
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Fig. 7. A curve that is G0. Note the cusp at one point.
Fig. 8. A curve with a continuous tangent vector and a cusp.
Fig. 9. Two curve segments joining with G1 continuity.
However, G0 continuity allows cusps. Tangents are linear approximations to a curve in smooth
regions of the curve. A cusp is a place where the tangent suddenly changes direction. In graphics,
we often give an orientation to the curve. Instead of using tangents, we often use tangent vectors;
the tangent vectors are parallel to tangents and point in the direction of travel. If the tangent vector
length goes to zero, you can have a change in tangent direction with a continuously changing tangent.
An example is the parametric curve (t2; t3); −1¡t¡ 1, shown in Fig. 8. It has a cusp at t=0,
although the tangent (2t; 3t2) is continuous around t=0. We will use unit tangent vectors to avoid
tangent vectors of zero length. In diKerential geometry, a curve whose tangent vector is never length
zero is said to be a regular curve [9, pp. 17, 29]. If a curve and its unit tangent vector are continuous,
the curve is said to have G1 continuity (see Fig. 9).
For many applications, G1 continuity is suLcient. However, you can go further along these lines
looking for conditions that de/ne smoothness. The curvature of a curve at a point is the reciprocal
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Fig. 10. Circle of curvature at a point.
Fig. 11. InMection point, curvature maximum, and curvature minimum.
of the radius of the circle of curvature (osculating circle) at that point (see Fig. 10). For example,
the curvature of a circle of radius r is ±1=r; the curvature of a straight line is zero. The curvature is
given a positive sign if the circle of curvature is on left of the curve (facing the direction of travel)
and a negative sign if the circle of curvature is on the right of the curve. If a curve, its unit tangent
vector, and its curvature are all continuous, the curve is said to have G2 continuity.
3.2. Spiral segments
Sometimes G2 continuity is not enough to give a fair curve. Although the interpolating polynomial
has G2 continuity, it can oscillate badly as in Fig. 16. A point where the curvature has a sign change
is called an inMection point; a place where the derivative of the curvature has sign change is called
a point of curvature extremum. At a curvature extremum, the curvature attains a local maximum or
local minimum (see Fig. 11). A large number of oscillations is characterized by a large number of
inMection points and points of curvature extrema. Thus, two further criteria for a fair curve might
be that it have as few inMection points and as few curvature extrema as possible.
A spiral is a curve of monotone increasing or monotone decreasing curvature of one sign. A spiral
cannot have an inMection point and cannot have a curvature extremum. If any smooth curve is drawn,
its inMection points and points of curvature extrema are identi/ed, the curve can then be thought of
as a composition of a /nite number of spiral segments because the curve segment between any two
of the above special points is a spiral (see Fig. 12). Thus, all smooth curves can be thought of as
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Fig. 12. A smooth curve comprising four spiral pieces.
Fig. 13. Bounded derivative of the curvature and inMection points.
being composed of spirals. Insisting that a curve be made of a small number of spiral segments is
one way to control the number of oscillations. In fact, Farin [4, p. 364] de/nes a fair curve to be
one with a small number of spiral pieces, and further states that the curvature extrema should occur
only where the designer wants them.
3.3. Bounded derivative of the curvature
Sometimes it is important to keep the curvature from changing too rapidly. A large magnitude
in the derivative of the curvature can give a sharp turn. Unfortunately, keeping the magnitude of
the derivative of the curvature low can mean having oscillations, so this criterion for fairness can
oppose the small number of spirals criterion. In Fig. 13, two curves that pass from A to B, match unit
tangent vectors at A and B, and match the grey shaded circles of curvature at A and B, are shown.
The left hand curve has no inMection point but has a high derivative of the curvature near A, while
the right hand curve has an inMection point and fairly low derivative of the curvature throughout.
The left hand curve is a single spiral. The right hand curve starts with a positive curvature which
increases and then decreases, has a negative curvature internally which decreases from zero and then
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increases back to zero, and ends with a positive curvature at B, so it consists of at least /ve spirals.
In spite of the large number of spirals, the right hand curve could be the desirable curve.
Bounding the derivative of the curvature is generally diLcult mathematically and, in practice, it is
often diLcult to choose a value for the bound. Hence, the “bounding the derivative of the curvature”
criterion will not be used in what follows.
3.4. Other criteria
There are many other de/nitions or criteria for fairness. For example, the integral of the square
of the curvature represents the energy of a thin strip of material, so minimizing this integral gives
a fair curve. See [17] for a wide selection of fairness criteria.
4. Methods of controlling a curve
Two traditional methods of control are interpolation and least squares, and a more recent method
is through control points. We brieMy look at these three methods mentioning advantages and disad-
vantages for each.
4.1. Interpolation
Interpolation means making the curve pass through given points and sometimes also making the
curve match given derivatives (alternatively tangent vectors, or unit tangent vectors) at some or all
of the given points (Fig. 14).
Interpolation seems to give the user good control on the shape of the curve. In some applications,
a curve that passes through given points may be required, so interpolation is the method that must
be used. For example, if the curve is the route of a new section of highway it may be required
to join old sections or use existing bridges. Generally, an nth degree polynomial can be found to
interpolate to n + 1 given points. Both Newton and Lagrange gave formulas for this polynomial.
However, a surprising example found by Runge (1856–1927) [16, p. 66; 4, p. 87] shows that
increasing the number of interpolation points can actually produce a worse result. In Figs. 15 and
16, a polynomial is shown interpolating the Runge function y=1=(1 + 4x2) from x=− 2 to x=2.
The Runge function is very smooth, as is the interpolating polynomial, but it is clear that the
Fig. 14. A curve passing through given points.
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Fig. 15. Sixth degree polynomial interpolating the Runge function at 7 points.
Fig. 16. Twelfth degree polynomial interpolating the Runge function at 13 points.
polynomial does not approximate the general behaviour of the Runge function very well in some
regions. In the Runge example, we see that restricting the polynomial to pass through given points
does not always restrict the polynomial very much between the given points. The error in polynomial
interpolation depends on the n + 1st derivative of the function being approximated [16, p. 54; 6,
p. 272]. In the Runge function, the high derivatives can be quite large even though the function is
very smooth.
If a 2n− 1st degree polynomial is forced to match n given derivatives as well as pass through n
given points, the curve will generally behave sensibly. This matching is called Hermite interpolation,
named after Hermite (1822–1901) [16, p. 70] (see Fig. 17). The error depends on the 2nth derivative
of the function being approximated.
Another method of obtaining a sensible curve between interpolation points is by using cubic
splines—piecewise cubic curves joined with up to second derivative continuous [16, p. 73; 6, p.
233] (see Fig. 18). The error of the cubic spline approximation depends on the fourth derivative of
the function being approximated times the fourth power of the maximum spacing in the x-direction of
the interpolation points [3, p. 138]. Generally, this means that increasing the number of interpolation
points will produce an approximation with a smaller error.
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Fig. 17. Thirteenth degree polynomial interpolating the Runge function at 7 points and 7 derivatives.
Fig. 18. Cubic spline interpolating the Runge function at 7 points.
Fig. 19. Various lines including the least squares line /t to some points.
4.2. Least squares
The least squares method and its variations de/ne a distance measure between a member of a
family of curves and the given points. This distance is minimized to /nd a speci/c member of
the family of curves, which is called the “best” /t (see Fig. 19). The user does not expect the
chosen curve to pass through any of the given points, although it may do so. If the given points
are experimental measurements and the user has some idealized physical law in mind that the
measurements should conform to, then a least squares /tting is appropriate. In most situations where
the given points are not considered to be accurate, interpolation will produce a very bumpy curve,
while least squares will give a fair curve (as long as each member of the family of curves is fair).
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Fig. 20. A cubic B:ezier curve and its four control points B0;B1;B2;B3.
4.3. Control points
In the latter half of the 20th century the use B:ezier curves and B-spline curves [6, p. 244; 4, pp.
44, 141] has been studied extensively. These curves are polynomials and piecewise polynomials and
are expressed in terms of control points. The B:ezier curve is inMuenced by its control points (it is a
weighted average of them), but it does not necessarily pass through them and it does not necessarily
minimize any distance measure (see Fig. 20). B:ezier curves are appropriate for free form design
where the user is trying to create a curve interactively. Given four control points B0;B1;B2; and B3,
the cubic B:ezier curve is
B(t)= (1− t)3B0 + 3(1− t)2tB1 + 3(1− t)t2B2 + t3B3; 06 t6 1:
5. Interpolation terminology
We now leave the least squares methods and the control point methods and concentrate on inter-
polation methods.
The smoothness is described by the notation for geometric continuity G0; G1, and G2 [4, p. 181].
As mentioned previously, G0 continuity means the curve is continuous; G1 continuity means the
curve and its unit tangent vector are continuous; and G2 continuity means the curve, its unit tangent,
and its signed curvature are continuous. This notation will be used in two more ways when talking
about interpolation (more commonly used nomenclatures include the name Hermite [4, p. 87], but
we are omitting it here for brevity): G0 data is a set of points; G1 data is a set of points and unit
tangent vectors at those points; and G2 data is a set of points, unit tangent vectors at those points,
and signed curvatures at those points. In G0 interpolation, the curve passes through given points;
in G1 interpolation, the curve passes through given points and its unit tangent vectors match given
unit tangent vectors at the points; and in G2 interpolation, the curve passes through given points,
matches given unit tangent vectors at those points, and matches given signed curvatures at those
points.
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An important distinction among the various interpolation methods is whether the curve depends
on the data locally or globally. A local interpolation produces a piecewise function where each piece
depends on a certain number of the local data points. Changing one point of a local interpolant
does not aKect the whole curve, just the part of the curve near that point. A global interpolation
produces a function that depends on all the data. Here, we concentrate on local methods because
those methods are the ones usually chosen for work in computer graphics.
6. G 0 Interpolation
6.1. Polyline
An example of a local G0 interpolating curve is a polyline (see Fig. 21). In a polyline, a line
segment joins each neighbouring pair of data points. The polyline P(x) that interpolates the data




(x − x0)y1 − (x − x1)y0
x1 − x0 ; x06 x6 x1;
(x − x1)y2 − (x − x2)y1
x2 − x1 ; x16 x6 x2;
(x − x2)y3 − (x − x3)y2
x3 − x2 ; x26 x6 x3:
The polyline has the advantage of being very simple, but it can have the disadvantage of being not
very smooth as it has only G0 continuity.
6.2. nth degree interpolating polynomial
An example of a global G0 interpolating curve is the nth degree interpolating polynomial.
Generally, there is a unique nth degree polynomial that interpolates n + 1 given points. Newton
Fig. 21. A polyline through the four points (x0; y0); (x1; y1); (x2; y2); (x3; y3).
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and Lagrange gave diKerent, but mathematically equivalent, formulas for this interpolating polynomial
[16, p. 54; 6, p. 213]. The polynomial has the advantages of being an explicit formula and being
very smooth (always G2 continuity). It has the disadvantage of being a high degree polynomial if n
is large and can oscillate wildly between interpolation points (see Figs. 15 and 16). The Lagrange
form of the polynomial that interpolates to the points (x0; y0); (x1; y1), and (x2; y2) is
L(x)=
(x − x1)(x − x2)
(x0 − x1)(x0 − x2)y0 +
(x − x0)(x − x2)
(x1 − x0)(x1 − x2)y1 +
(x − x0)(x − x1)
(x2 − x0)(x2 − x1)y2:
6.3. Cubic spline
Another global G0 interpolating curve is the cubic spline. The interpolating cubic spline passing
through n points (xi; yi); i=0; 1; : : : ; n; is a set of n−1 cubic segments that are joined so the resulting
curve is continuous, has a continuous /rst derivative, and has a continuous second derivative [16,
p. 73; 6, p. 233]. The interpolating cubic spline is found by solving an n × n system of linear
equations. The matrix associated with the equations for cubic splines is tridiagonal, nonsingular, and
well conditioned, so the solution is fairly easy. The cubic spline does not oscillate wildly between
interpolation points, but it is a global curve so changing one point or adding one point to the curve
changes the whole curve (see Fig. 18).
A special, simple case of the cubic spline occurs when the values are equally spaced in the
























where Mi =y′′(xi); i=0; 1; : : : ; n. The equations for Mis are of the form

4 1 0 : : : 0 0
1 4 1 : : : 0 0
0 1 4
. . . 0 0
...
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
0 0 0
. . . 4 1


















y2 − 2y1 − y0
y3 − 2y2 − y1
y4 − 2y3 − y2
...
yn−1 − 2yn−2 − yn−3




7. G 1 Interpolation
There are many local methods that can produce a G1 interpolating curve. One general procedure
is to produce a curve that solves the two-point G1 interpolation problem, solve it for neighbouring
pairs of given points and unit tangents, and join the results. The G1 data that is to be matched could
be as shown in Fig. 22. The two points are A and B and the unit tangent vectors are TA and TB.
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Fig. 22. Two-point G1 data.
Fig. 23. G1 data, a sequence of points and unit tangent vectors.
Fig. 24. A C-shaped biarc and an S-shaped biarc interpolating to two-point G1 data.
A sequence of such G1 data could be as shown in Fig. 23 where the /rst curve segment joins A to
B and the second curve segment joins B to C.
The /rst three methods in this section are local methods.
7.1. Biarc
A biarc is a pair of circles joined so that it has G1 continuity (see Fig. 24). The biarc is
one-parameter family of curves that solves the two-point G1 interpolation problem [1,11,18]. There
are various sensible ways to pick one of the family if a unique curve is required [18, p. 188].
Once the parameter is chosen, the information needed to construct the biarc can be calculated from
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Fig. 25. A G1 interpolating conic is a one-parameter family.
explicit formulas. The biarc is useful in situations where circular arcs are desirable curves, such as
in machining where a circular arc is a natural and easy-to-cut curve.
7.2. Conics
Segments of conics are another one-parameter family of curves that solves some two-point G1
interpolation problems [10; 4, p. 210] (see Fig. 25). The formula for a conic segment that starts at
B0 with tangent vector direction parallel to B1−B0, ends at B2 with tangent vector direction parallel
to B2 − B1, and has w as a parameter is
C(t)=
(1− t)2B0 + 2w(1− t)tB1 + t2B2
(1− t)2 + 2w(1− t)t + t2 ; 06 t6 1: (2)
The curve is an ellipse for 0¡w¡ 1, a parabola for w=1, and a hyperbola for w¿ 1. G1 data
can be matched by the choice of the three control points B0;B1, and B2, so w is a free parameter.
Segments of conics are familiar curves and are always C-shaped curves. The latter property may be
an advantage or a disadvantage. Here, point A corresponds to B0, point B corresponds to B2;TA is
the unit tangent parallel to B1 − B0, and TB is the unit tangent parallel to B2 − B1.
7.3. Arc=T-cubic
One curve that solves the two-point G1 interpolation problem with a spiral whenever a spiral is
possible is the arc=T-cubic spiral in [12]. This curve is formed by joining a circular arc to a segment
of a T-cubic (see Fig. 26). T-cubic is an abbreviation for Tschirnhausen cubic; the properties of
that curve are explained in [5]. Although the arc=T-cubic spiral has G3 continuity internally (the
derivatives of the curvatures are both zero at the join of the arc and T-cubic), the joining of
neighbouring pairs of spirals gives a curve which has only G1 continuity. With the arc=T-cubic
spiral, the designer knows that the upper limit on the number of spirals in the curve that is formed
is one less than the number of interpolation points. The arc=T-cubic can be found by /nding the
unique solution of a nonlinear equation. One caution is that not all two-point G1 data can be matched
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Fig. 26. A G1 interpolating arc=T-cubic.
by a spiral [12]. For example, spirals are C-shaped curves and so cannot match G1 data that requires
an S-shaped curve.
7.4. Hermite interpolating polynomial
A global method for G1 interpolation uses a generalization of the Lagrange interpolation formula
[16, p. 70] (see Fig. 17). As an example, the generalized Lagrange polynomial that interpolates to
(xi; yi; y′i); i=0; 1 is
L(x) =
(


























This particular formula is similar to the one used in cubic interpolating splines (1), but the generalized
Lagrange formula can include more than the two data points used above.
8. G 2 Interpolation
There are many local methods that produce a G2 interpolating curve. Again, you need only solve
the two-point G2 interpolation problem (see Fig. 27) and then join solutions to it from neighbouring
pairs of given data. Some of the local methods are mentioned below.
8.1. Cubic polynomial
de Boor [2] gives a method using a cubic polynomial. You have to solve a simultaneous pair
of quadratic equations, or a single, fourth-degree equation to /nd it. The curve cannot match all
possible G2 interpolation data. When matching is possible, it can produce up to three solutions. The
curve can be written as a cubic B:ezier curve so it can be C-shaped, S-shaped, have a loop, or have
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Fig. 27. Two-point G2 data: points A;B, unit tangent vectors TA;TB, and signed curvatures kA; kB.
Fig. 28. A cubic B:ezier curve matching given G2 data.
two inMection points. Given four control points B0;B1;B2, and B3, the cubic B:ezier curve is
B(t)= (1− t)3B0 + 3(1− t)2tB1 + 3(1− t)t2B2 + t3B3; 06 t6 1:
An example matching two-point G2 data is shown in Fig. 28.
8.2. Cubic rational
A cubic rational that matches given G2 data is demonstrated by Farin [4, p. 221]. The G2 data
must be such that it can be expressed by four control points. The weights of the cubic rational are
chosen so that the curvatures at the endpoints are the desired values.
8.3. Pair of quadratics
A single quadratic does not have enough degrees of freedom to match two-point G2 data, but a
pair of quadratics joined with G2 continuity has exactly the correct number of degrees of freedom.
Pottmann [15] and HSollig and Koch [7] give methods for creating a G2 continuous curve segment
with a pair of quadratic segments. Again not all G2 data can be matched. For example, the curve
segment is always a C-shaped curve so it cannot match G2 data that requires an S-shape. If the
data is from a single quadratic, the pair of quadratics degenerates to a single quadratic. Otherwise,
HSollig’s analysis shows that the pair of quadratics curve can be found by solving a quadratic equation
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Fig. 29. A pair of quadratic B:ezier curves matching given G2 data.
and there is exactly one solution if a solution exists. Given three control points B0;B1, and B2, the
quadratic B:ezier curve is
B(t)= (1− t)2B0 + 2(1− t)tB1 + t2B2; 06 t6 1: (3)
A pair of quadratics curve segment made of a pair of quadratic B:ezier curves with control points
B0;B1;B2, and C0;C1;C2 is shown in Fig. 29.
8.4. Pair of conics
A single conic does not have enough degrees of freedom to match two-point G2 data, but a pair
of conics joined with G2 continuity has two extra degrees of freedom. Pottmann [15] describes
a G2 continuous curve segment made from a pair of conic segments. This curve segment is a
two-parameter family of curves (the two parameters specify the tangent line at the join point). It
cannot match all G2 data because the result is always a C-shaped curve. If quadratic rational B:ezier
curves (2) are used for the conics, the diagram would look similar to Fig. 29 (in Fig. 29, the curves
are quadratic B:ezier curves (3)).
8.5. Pair of spirals
A single spiral can match a rather restricted set of two-point G2 data; a pair of spirals can match
a wider range of G2 data.
In [13], a curve segment made of a circular arc and a conic joined with G2 continuity is described;
it can match most G2 data that can be matched by a pair of spirals forming a C-shaped curve. The
curve is guaranteed to have at most two spirals, so it is automatically fair in the sense of having a
small number of spirals. You have to solve a quadratic equation to /nd this curve. See Fig. 30 for
an example.
In [14], a curve segment made of circular arcs and cubic B:ezier curves joined with G2 continuity
is described; it can match most G2 data that can be matched by a pair of spirals forming an S-shaped
curve. In one case a quadratic equation has to be solved; in the other, a pair of nonlinear equations
in two unknowns has to be solved. However, the nonlinear equations have a unique solution and
can be solved numerically with a bisection method. The cubic B:ezier curve is a spiral in which
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Fig. 30. A C-shaped circle=conic of two spirals matching given G2 data.
Fig. 31. An S-shaped curve of two spirals matching given G2 data.
the curvature at one end is zero. Two of these cubic B:ezier curves are joined at the point of zero
curvature to create the inMection point of an S-shaped curve containing two spirals. One of the cases
adds circular arcs to the ends of an S-shaped curve of two spirals in a G2 manner. The result is a
G2 continuous S-shaped curve of two spirals as shown in Fig. 31.
9. Conclusions
We have illustrated a variety of methods for controlling a curve. We have concentrated on in-
terpolation, mainly two-point interpolation, methods. Two-point interpolation methods lead to local
methods which are usually easier to work with and two-point interpolation is useful if you are
/lling in a missing part of a curve. We have looked at making methods produce curves that are
automatically fair in the sense that smoothness is built in and a small number of spirals are used.
However, the problem of designing with fair curves is still one of active research. There probably
will never be one curve that suits everyone’s requirement for fairness. The choice in any situation
will depend on the ease of use, the ease of solution, the importance of features like mathematical
smoothness, number of oscillations, and size of curvature.
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